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Abstract
Some studies have tackled the issues of describing Sorani Kurdish and its lexical and
syntactic features. Little, however, has been done with regard to comparing syntactic
development in this dialect of Kurdish language with other languages. Taking the
“focused naturalistic” (O` Grady, 2005) approach and through exploring the
acquisition of the interrogative and negation in Sorani Kurdish, this case study
investigates the agreement of the its syntactic development with other languages
including English. Literature review and what came up through observing and video
recording of the linguistic productions of a baby son from 6 to 37 months of age
indicate that, irrespective of their first languages, children undergo the same
developmental processes in learning these syntactic features. The study highlights the
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role of the innate capability of language acquisition and goes for the generative side
of the extreme has been proposed for investigating the first language syntactic
development. The study recommends taking these developmental stages into account
in teaching and learning processes.
Key words: First language acquisition, Interrogative and negation order, Syntactic
development.

1. Introduction
Kurdish language, as member of the Indo-European languages, is spoken in
Kurdistan, a large geographical area which includes Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria. It is
one of the two most widely used languages in Iran, which has a regional status
(Sheykh Esmaili & Salavati, 2015). In this paper, we focus on the Sorani dialect of
Kurdish language, which has a large number of speakers and is used in different
aspects of their lives including education, media and administration.
Previous studies have explored Sorani dialect from different perspectives.
Sheykh Esmaili and Salavati (2015) compared it with Kurmanji language and
elaborated on the differences in their writing systems too. According to their study,
these languages are different in terms of phonology, vocabulary selection and
frequency of distributing w.r.t. in their highly common words. Some other differences
between the two languages are explainable by using generic prepositions in Sorani
Kurdish and its general tendency to use prepositions as suffix. Bynon (1979) believes
that variation which is found between Kurdish languages and their different dialects
can be interpreted as a progression from ergativity to accusativity, based on a
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reductionist view that places central Kurdish languages such as Sorani into the
category of accusative languages.

A number of other studies have also focused on the syntax of Sorani. Samvelian
(2006) presents a lexical description of Sorani syntax based on the Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) framework. The researcher, elaborates on
accounts that justify the rich number of propositions and preposition phrases in Sorani
and suggests its classification based on the two dimensions of variation namely,
normality and argument realization. In his another study, Samvelian (2007) described
the behavior of absolute prepositions and their clitic complements in Sorani Kurdish
and argued that although clitic complements show the feature of syntactic
transparency, they have to be regarded as affixes. Salih (2014) has broaden his scope
of investigation and compared the connectives in Kurdish language (including Sorani)
with those of English. According to him, Halliday and Hasan`s (1976) classification
of conjunctive relations need to be modified to account for English connectives and
these modifications can explain Kurdish connectives and conjunctive relations in
more accurate way.
Trying to investigate Sorani Kurdish from a different perspective, this study
explores its syntax as it is acquired as a first language and compares its
developmental stages with other languages. As far as the researchers know the issue
has not received much attention yet. Such investigation can support the views that
languages are closely related to each other and their learners will experience similar
developmental stages.
1.1. Theoretical Framework
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Literature of the first language development, according to Neokleous (2010), includes
a lengthy battle between functional or usage based and generative account, which
emerged from formal syntax of Chomsky. Diessel (2013) confirms this point and
emphasizes that syntactic development in first language acquisition can be studied
using these two main theoretical approaches, which work based on different premises
on the grammatical elements` nature and the grammatical systems` structures.
Nativist approach draws heavily on Chomsky`s (1972) generative grammar. Usage
based approach, however, is highly related to construction grammar (e.g., Tomasello,
2003) and the idea that grammar development is about involving in a dynamic
process of relating forms to functions.
The usage based approach assumes that linguistic constructions are acquired
through such general mechanisms of learning as analogy and entrenchment. And,
they are finally automatized by the language acquirers. This approach rests upon the
significance of innate constraints and language experiences in grammatical
development and implies that syntactic categories are the results of processing large
bodies of linguistic data to which children are exposed (e.g., Bybee, 2010; Tomasello,
2003). Elman et al. (1996) make a distinction between innate linguistic representation
and grammatical architectures and argue that the nativist approach highlights the first
category, while the latter has to do more with the usage based approach. Based on the
nativist side of this extreme, linguistic categories such as noun phrases (NP) or verb
phrases (VP) are the building blocks of grammar knowledge or in Radford‟s (1996:
43) words, “templates specifies the (universal) structure of phrases and clauses”,
while the usage based approach emphasizes diachronic and chronological changes in
grammatical development.
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Chomsky (1999) argues that syntactic development as a manifestation of one`s
cognitive development must be differentiated from learning process during which
linguistic categories are acquired gradually based on learners` experiences. Syntactic
development, according to him, is an instantaneous process which involves linking
linguistic elements to universal grammar (UG) categories. Chomsky`s (1972)
generative grammar implies that syntactic knowledge is innate and the only
requirement of acquiring grammatical categories is “the existence of a linguistic
trigger in the input” (Meisel, 1994, p.20). It also denotes that the universal part of
grammar consists of linguistic constrains and concepts predetermined by the
Language Acquisition Device.

Syntactic structure analysis, in this approach, is

mediated by two central assumptions of modularity and driving syntactic structures
from a collection of universal grammatical categories. Innate grammar, according to
Chomsky (1965), includes three main components or modules (syntax, semantics, and
phonology), which have their own rules and categories. Based on the just mentioned
point, syntactic representations are to be analyzed independently form the meaning
they imply.
Generative grammar is based on the assumption that syntactic representations
are derived from a universal set of syntactic categories. Generative grammarians,
however, are not unanimous in determining these grammatical categories. Yet, they
have agreed up on the points that these grammatical categories are firstly, defined
independent of particular grammatical configurations and, secondly, are formed from
some primitive syntactic structures that make the building blocks of syntactic analysis
in all existing languages.
The differences between the two mentioned theories of language acquisition
seem to contribute to the old debate of the nurture vs. nature regarding human
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training in general and first language acquisition in particular. Tomasello (2006)
maintains that the usage based theory highlights the significance of context and
shared experiences of the interlocutors in communication. The nativist approach,
however, rejects the idea that language acquisition is influenced by the environment
in which the child grows up. Human brains, based on this view, irrespective of the
languages they speak, are wired to learn language and therefore undergo the same
developmental stages in acquiring them. This study aims at contributing to the
resolution of the dispute and shedding some more light on the nature of first language
acquisition. In doing that, it focuses on syntactic development and investigates the
developmental sequences of negative and interrogative utterances of a baby son, who
is a native speaker of the Sorani dialect of Kurdish language and compares them with
the literature on the acquisition of other languages including English as the first
language. Some reasons on the favor of focus on the two structures are that they have
been among the main areas of focus in English and other languages. They also form
the two essential linguistic communication tools of children during their early stages
of language learning. Krashen (1981) further believes that they are easy to learn and
need some straightforward and clear conditions of learning. Therefore, this study
seeks answering the following question: are the negation and interrogative
developmental stages in Kurdish language the same as those of other languages
including English?

2. Review of the related literature
It was mentioned in the introduction section that although Sorani Kurdish has a large
number of speakers in Iran, few if any studies have tackled investigating it. The
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shortage of information becomes more noticeable when it comes to covering the
focus of this study. Therefore, review of literature is devoted to the studies that have
been conducted with regard to English and other languages based on the two
mentioned approaches of first language acquisition.

2.1. Question Form Acquisition (Interrogatives)
Radford (1990) takes the generative approach of analyzing the question acquisition
and states that, all children need is acquiring some general grammatical operations
such as moving the WH-word to the beginning of the sentence and changing the place
of subject and auxiliary. Some other researchers, however, take usage based approach
and argue that the results of their studies imply that question acquisition is about tying
question words and auxiliaries to some syntactic positions (e.g., Klima & Bellugi
1966). Based on the results of some similar studies (e.g., Dabrowska, 2000), early
yes/no questions of children include some pre-specified frames such as May I ----? or
Can you---? Their Wh-questions are, in the same way, usually formed from such
semantic formulas as What are these? As they get older, they break down these
holistic phrases and produce more innovative utterances such as What doing?
Dabrowska`s (2000) captures the developmental stages a two-year-old baby son
named Naomi went through in acquiring questions. According to the researcher, at
the age of 11 months, the child overused such questions as what getting? And, later
on, other questions like Whats she eating? also appeared in his speech. It, therefore,
seems that question acquisition based on Dabrowska`s (ibid) study is in line with the
usage based approach as it provides no evidence in support of the hypothesis that the
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way children learn questions is through moving the question word and/or inverting
the subject and auxiliary. Syntactic errors of children at this stage (such as those
referred to below taken form the Santelmann et al.`s (2002) study), however, tend to
be interpreted by some researchers as the evidence for the development of inverting
subject and auxiliary at the early stages of children`s language development.

(1) Why he can go?
(2) What can he can do?
(3) What does he likes?
O`Grady (2005) believes that children‟s early questions include words among
which Where and What have the highest frequency followed by How, Who and Why.
He further argues that early tendency to use Where and What is explainable by the
frequency of the type of Wh-questions children frequently hear. Parents usually ask
more What questions than other types of Wh-questions to make children familiar with
different things in their environment. According to O`Grady (2005) development of
questions is largely influenced by their function and positions in the sentence, so that
for example, who is talking to mat? is acquired earlier than Who is mat talking with?
And, this is because of the difference between the place of subject and object Whquestion.

Stromswold (1990) explores the frequency and priority of subject and object
Wh-questions in the speech of a group of teenagers (from twelve to fourteen years
old) and after analyzing about 1500 questions produced by them concludes that most
of them use the subject Wh-questions earlier than the object ones and that is because,
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subject Wh-questions are easier to learn and understand. Yoshinaga (1996) uses a
simple way to compare the auditability and understandability of the two just
mentioned Wh-questions. In an experiment, she presented a group of young children
with a stuffed animal (bear) and two pictures the first one of which showed that one
covered animal pushed a pig. The researcher then said “please ask your bears about
the person is pushing the pig”. The question needed was “Who is pushing the pig?” (a
subject Wh-question). The second picture, however, depicted a monkey which was
pushing someone. This time the children had to ask their bears about the person the
monkey was pushing. The intended response was “Who is the monkey pushing?” (a
direct object Wh-question). The children were able to produce the question related to
the first picture correctly but had a lot of difficulty with producing the second type of
question. In most of the cases they said “Who is pushing the monkey?” instead of
“Who is the monkey pushing?”

2.2. Negation
Following the tradition of generative linguistics, Klima and Bellugi (1966), report on
the findings of a study on negation in English language based on which there are
three main stages of development which are in line with literature on negation. At the
first stage, children use No or Not to convey their negative messages (e.g., No I like
this and Me not doing that). Bloom (1970) argues that No, as the children`s first
negative element, emerges at the age of 12 months and is used for expressing such
functions as rejection or nonexistence. Cattell (2000) believes that children at this
stage get confused over using No or Not. Children`s negative utterances at this stage
also lack any light (auxiliary) verb and the negative word is sometimes used at the
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wrong place (e.g., Is it no?). Children prefer No to Not at this stage, because of the
very fact that the latter is harder to be noticed in adults` speech. It is usually buried in
the middle of the utterances and changes into n’t. (e.g., adults often say she wasn’t
studying rather than she was not studying.)

What children produce at this stage can be regarded a good way of avoiding
repetition in speech (e.g., No water is used to express the denial and non-existence of
water in response to the input contains a question about that). Harris and Wexler
(1996) argue that at this stage No and Not are used interchangeably. Cattell (2000)
considers negation element, at this stage, external to the verbal components and Wode
(1977) assigns it some anaphoric references in cases like the following example.
(4) Mother: Do you want tea?
Child: No, water.
The second stage, in literature, is mainly recognized by the usage of Don’t and
Can`t along with the verbs denote no special tenses. This stage also signals the
continuation of suing negators of stage one. According to Klima and Bellugi (1996),
the two just mentioned negators are used in holistic phrases and complete
constructions, since neither Can nor Do is used alone in children`s utterances. Choi
(1988), later on, supports this claim and asserts that Won`t has the same qualities as
Don’t and Can`t. Negation at stage two is different from that of the first stage in that
the negation element is internal to the verbal components. Some examples are I not
drink juice and I can’t see. Cattell (2000) maintains that stage three is characterized
by children`s more command in negation, so that No and Not are used in in
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appropriate contexts and a wider range of negators are used by children (e.g., doesn‟t,
didn‟t).

Cross-linguistic studies (e.g., McNeill & McNeill, 1968) have shown that
children continue with negation development even after the four years of age, as they
might not get the negative meaning behind some adjective such as less (Donaldson &
Balfour, 1968; Klatzky, Clark, & Macken, 1973). They might also experience
increase in frequency of producing negative statements and finally be able to use
them spontaneously.

Bloom (1970) identifies the functions children are able to express using their
early negative statements. According to the researcher, nonexistence is the first
function children learn fully to production. When expressing the nonexistence of
water they may point out to an empty glass and say “No more water”. The second
function children acquire is rejection, which is expressed using such statements as
“No come in” when, for example, they want to stay outside. Denial/truth-function,
according to Bloom (1970), emerges at about 19 to 23 months of age and involves
making an utterance about the falsehood of something. For example, if they find that
a lollipop has been mistakenly recognized as a candy, they might say “That no
candy”. Pea (1980) adds two more functions to the above list and asserts that selfprohibition and unfulfilled expectations are used when children want to engage in a
forbidden action and when an expected object is not present respectively. Choi (1988)
compares negation process development across three different languages namely;
English, French and Korean, and argues that developmental stages children go
through can best be presented in an eight category taxonomy which is based on the
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conformance of forms and functions. According to Choi (ibid) expression of
functions is highly related to the developmental status of forms, so that early
functions (such as rejection) are expressed using the initial forms children acquire,
while the functions are acquired later (such as denial) are expressed using the forms
that are acquired recently.

Lieven and Theakston (2007) investigate the development of English negation
with the main focus on zero marked verbs (those are negated using a negative element
placed at their beginning) form a usage based perspective. The results came up
through analyzing the speech of an English child with his caregiver indicated that his
negation development underwent the pattern of No, not, n`t, which was found to be
sensitive to the frequency of negators in the input to which he was exposed.
Functional analysis of the input also suggested that development of these functions
were strongly influenced by their frequency in input, although there existed signs of
creative learning from their early stages of negation development too.
In an attempt to provide evidence on the agreement of negation process with the
usage based approach, Langacker, (1987) argues that in making negative statements,
English speaking children rely mainly on a combination of their language experiences
or day to day input and their existing system of linguistic development. Bates and
MacWhinney‟s (1987) and Tomassello (2000) assert that children use a general set of
cognitive learning mechanisms including analogy and structure combining, which
includes combining existing structures to make new ones.

3. Method
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3.1. Participant
A baby boy named Pouya, born in September, 2004 in Javanroud, Kermanshah, Iran
was the case in this study. Pouya`s parents talked to him in Sorani (a Kurdish dialect)
and, during the time the study was in progress, they did their best to keep him away
from exposure to other languages such as Persian in order to let his Kurdish language
develop independently from and unaffected by the knowledge he might get of them.

3.2. Data collection procedure
In line with O'Grady`s (2005) suggested methods of studying children language
development, this case study, which aimed at recognizing the stages Pouya went
through in acquiring syntactic features of his first language, enjoyed the "focused
naturalistic observation" which involves using observation and elicitation techniques
for gathering the focused data and recording the child's utterances. Observation,
which started from 6 and finished at 37 months of age, covers about 21 months of day
to day linguistic development of the case. It was done by clip recording and note
taking of the child`s verbal and non-verbal productions and transcribing the
recordings into phonetic representations.

3.3. Data analysis procedure
Linguistic productions of Pouya were recorded from 6 to 37 months of age and
translated into English followed by transcribing them into phonetics. They were then
represented into tables containing five columns namely: Date- Case`s production-
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Adult pronunciation- English translation and Situation of production (see Appendix).
The word “situation” here is used to describe the condition under which the relevant
data were produced. Pouya`s (non-verbal) behaviors were reflected as notes which
referred to the significant points regarding the data or his behavior or the experiences
were used to elicit the linguistic data.
3.4. Data analysis and results
Studying the first language syntactic development requires getting the capability of
putting at least two words on the side of children. Rejecting the idea of some linguists
on considering the holophrastic utterances as sentences, Cattell (2000) believes that it
is just when real two word sentences begin to appear in children‟s speech that we can
say that grammatical structures have formed. Cattell (2000) also asserts that
somewhere around 18 months of age children start producing two word utterances,
which at first seem to be two separate words are simply put next to each other. Our
analysis rejects this statement as at the age of 10 and 11 months, Pouya produced
such meaningful (although a little away from the Kurdish adult pronunciation)
utterances as Æw Tiee? which equals What Is That? While pointing to every object in
his environment. Findings of the study, however, support Roger Brown (1976) and
his colleagues` findings in relation with the two-word stage utterances on the side of
children all over the world. According to them, such utterances in majority of cases
express a basic set of meanings (such as agent+ action or action=affected in the
utterances “daddy go” and “throw ball” respectively) and their orders are consistent
in different languages. Roger Brown (1976) further asserts that expressing negative
meanings at the two-word stage is mainly done using No in such utterances as “No
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cat” to describe the situation in which a cat has left a little girl. Our findings further
show that in line with the expected order of syntactic development stages, Pouya
started producing multiple word utterances like Somæyæ Jajkæ Æxom meaning
Semaya I Eat/Want Gum, when he was 28 months of age.
Regarding the development of negation, analysis of Pouya's productions shows
that from the age of 24 months, single negative elements such as Niæ (there is not)
and Lawæ (no) appeared in his speech. Later on, Pouya had negative sentences like
Næ næ (No no) and Næ næaxonækæ næ (No no I do not cut nails), which seem to be
manifestations of the first stage of negation Klima and Bellugi (1966) proposed.
Stilwell (1999) writes that based on this model children, at the first stage of negation
development, follow a simple way of negation based on which No or not is simply
put at the end or beginning of the sentences. Affirmative sentences, at this stage, are
short and the main verb “to be” lack any light verb.
At the stage two of negation development, based on the model mentioned
above, the negative element gets into the sentences. Examples of the second stage are
samples Naxom, aw æxom (I don't drink (milk), I drink water) and Neixeitæ æwe
shishækæ æshkene (You shouldn't put it there, it will break the glass). By the last
stage of negation development, children get the capability of producing sentences
over four words long to make them more complex, and in most of the cases verbs
appear in their required places. Samples Nachem da Næna æchem Soma (I don't go
grandma) and Berqækæ maqosh mækæ bero aw bere ((the light) don‟t turn it off, go
(some) water bring) are among the manifestations of the stage three. They denote
Pouya`s capability of producing longer sentences too.
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As for the development of the questions, our data shows that the first questions
Pouya produced were of the WH type questions, such as Awæ chiyæ? (What is that?).
Pouya then acquired the linguistic competence of expressing requests like sample
Eiseni? (Do you buy it?) and moved on to the questions which need auxiliary and are
supposed to be acquired quiet late in English (e.g., Dai chiman hæs? (Mummy what
do we have?). The negative questions (e.g., Bochi næt hela biwæsen? (Why didn't
you let them close it?) and Bochi hælet nægert? (Why didn't you take it?) emerged
when Pouya had passed two and a half years old. The overall development of
question making process in Pouya was completed and close to the adult form when he
was 37 months of age.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Noam Chomsky's theory of language acquisition, developed in almost half a century,
has inspired many researchers to study developmental order of different languages all
over the world. Using the universal grammar part of this very influential theory,
which deals with explaining the nature of innate language properties through such
notions as parameters and principles, they have sought getting a clearer view on the
routes of first language acquisition (Yosoufi, 2009). Trying to fill the current gap with
regard to studying the syntactic development of Kurdish language in a more
comprehensive way, this case study compares the stages taken by its participant
(Pouya) with those are reported to be taken by speakers of other languages. Analysis
of more than 21 months of the linguistic production of Pouya through focused
naturalistic observation procedure provides support to the claim that the answer to the
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question raised at the beginning of the study is yes and that the acquirers of the
Kurdish language (here its Sorani dialect), while getting the negation and question
utterances, undertake the same developmental stages as those of other languages like
English. Findings of this case study confirm developmental stages Stilwell (1999),
Cattle (2000), O'Grady (2005) and Brown (2007) state.
This study confirms the principles of the universal grammar account. After
getting the single words and some communicative gestures, Pouya was able to
produce two word utterances, which lack preposition and functional words. In getting
each focused syntactic category, he went into some stages, and, in each stage he got
closer to the pronunciation statues of adults. In acquiring the negation system, as
mentioned earlier, he first started with 'Næ', and then moved on into such stages as
placing it to the beginning of utterances, attaching it to the sentence verb and finally
mastering the negation category and using it correctly. The finding confirms
Herschensohn (2001) statement based on which children with different first languages
initially tend to put the negative element outside of the verb structure and then put it
into the related clause.
Findings of this study may be of benefit in error analyses. That is, they may
explain the types of linguistic errors of children in acquiring the syntax of their first
languages. It can also inspire studies that aim at comparing different languages
syntax. Learning stages Pouya went through could be applied in both first and second
language teaching and material development. Oller (2005) maintains that foreign
language acquisition and second language learning can get a lot from the findings of
first language studies.
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The study recommends further research on the development of Sorani Kurdish
as second language in order to confirm or reject present findings. It also encourages
investigating other Kurdish dialects such as kurmanji and Bindi. Exploring
development of other parts of syntax such as simple and complex sentences can also
be rewarding.
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Appendix:
Pouya's Production Adult Pronunciation
English Equivalence
Situation
æw Tiee?

10,11&12 M

17.1

Awæ

æwæ chiyæ?
Pointing
What
to every
is that?
object in the environmen
What is
chiyæ?

=
Pouya replaced tiee with
that?chiyæ which is the
adult pronunciation of the word.

17.2

Babæ

The question
Father
=
what
is more
is that?
complete
æwæ chiyæ?
What areI was setting the=TV he asked me…

Chiyækei?

you doing?
ælæw mehran choni?

26.47æwæ chiw?

26.40

Allow Mehran how are you?
He talked
= to one of our relatives' child

We heard a loud
= What
noise
happened?
from outside Pouya
said…

Beqækæ
woshen kæm?

Berqækæ 26.68
roshen kæm?
May I turn on the light?
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Beqækæ mæqosh kæm?

26.83

Qasi kæm?

26.96

Beshelem?

Bishelem?26.98

Bilezhm?

Birezhm? 27.3

27.4
æmæ chiyæ?

27.6

Berqækæ xamosh May
kæm?I turn off the light?

May/Do I fix it?

Xasi kæm?

He wanted to massage
Do Imy
massage
leg. it?

May (do) I pour it?He had a glass with some water in his hand

Bazikæm?
What is this?

=May(do) I open
Pointing
it? to a basket lid he said

When=the gas company worker handled the ga

pipes he said…
27.8 ælow babæ choni?

Allow father
=
how are you?

27.18Chiyæ æwæ?shiræ?

What= is that? Is it milk?

ælow selam, xasi/bashi/ choni?
27.23

27.38

Hi,how are you? Are you ok?

æwæ chio?

=

= What
Pouyahappened?
saw a player who fell, he said…

Kæwt?

Fell?

Daikæ
27.49æwæ chiDaikæ
xasiMummy
ækei?
æwæ chiyæ
whatxasi
is ækei?
that (food) you are
making?

Babægeyan hato?

27.69

On this?
Qei æmæ?

=

27.70

My dear daddy returned?

=

He used interrogative intonation
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Kamæ æwæ cheshtæ?goshtæ?gosht
27.71 Do you let
xoshæ.
me see that food? Is=it meat?
Meat is delicious

Qeichiækæ kowa?

28.1

Where is the scissors?

=

28.20

Semaya what is that?

=

28.24

Where is the

=

Somæyæ æwæ chiyæ?

Næqashiyækæ

kowa?

painting?

Semæyæ zærat æxoi?

28.25

Fæk sændi?

28.29

Semaya
= do you eat corn?

Fæket sænd?Did he buy snack?
Inappropriate verb or suffix

Læ dukanækæ taat sandi?
= = saatet28.45
sand? Did he=you buy watch
Sændi=he
from the
bought/did
store? he buy used for: did you
buy?

Semæya28.47
becho mædræsæ,
Semaya gobash?
to school, ok?

=

Chi nosagæ?

28.52

What has he written?

=

Daikæ æwæ chi ækei?

28.57

Mummy what are you doing?
His mother
=
was busy with make up, Pouy
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asked her…
Be Pouya bash bash?
Bero bo lai
28.60
Pouya Come
bash? Pouya, OK?

28.65
Natwani bazikei?

28.66

æwæ chi ækei? æchyæ dær? 28.73

Xom be ban? Xom bemæ ban?
May I come upstairs?
Can't you open it?I was opining a =door. Pouya asked me…

What are you doing? Are you going
= out?

Hawæ chi bæbækæ æwæ
gelya?bochi
28.82
bæbækæ
Why
gerya?
did the baby cry?

Kowa kilækæm?

28.83

æwæ chi æka? æmæ chi æka?29.20

Kowa kelilækæm? Wher is my key?

What is that doing? What is this doing?
=

chætrækæ xoshæ læ dukanækæ
29.27
sændet?

The umbrella= is
alædelicious!,
The
= = =?adjective
did you 'xoshæ=delicious'
buy it
from the store?

Boqnem?

29.50

May I/do you let me jump?

=

Bixom?

29.51

May I /do you let me eat it?

=

29.53
Kwa ketewækei xom?

is

used

improperly

Where
= is my own book?

Berom
29.61
dækæmæ peyagækæ?
May I/do you let me go =
out to hit theAguy?
man was shouting out sid
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Negation
24.22 Næ næ

=

No no

He says no when he is not willing to do sth or others do it
When he is asked 'where is it?' he replies:

24.24 Niæ

=

There is not
If one wants to keep Pouya in a place and he will not be

24.27 Lawæ

=

Don't do that

willing says 'lawæ'

Pouya's mother wanted to lift Pouya from his place and sea
24.35 Lato

Lacho

Lawæ mæyæ
25.19

=

25.40 Nækei2

=

Go away/do not do that
him in another place.
No don't come

Don't do that

Pouya wanted to jump down from a canapé and his mothe
wanted to prevent him.

26.9 Næ næaxonækæ
Næ naxon
næ No no I do Inot
toldcutPouya
nails : let me cut your nails. He
Maxo/næxo nagerem Don't eat replied...
26.11

=
mæcho

Don't go

26.18 Na naxom

=

26.29

Næ =
nayæm

26.33

He uses two forms of negative prefixes

No I don't eat

I don't come
I asked Pouya: do you come in?
=
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26.65 *Naxo 2 NaikæmæbærI don't eat for: I don't
His wear
mother wanted to dress him
There isn't/ finished/
Meaning
went and
extension
disappeared
26.67 Næma

Niyæ/tæwaw bo/chu/gem bu

27.11 Naxom, aw æxom
= I don't drink(milk),I
Pouya,
drink
Dowater
you drink milk?

27.12 Næxo

=

Don't eat.. * negative maker at the beginning of the

27.14 Næ dædækæm
dædnakæm No hit youverb while adults use it as a suffix

27.37

Nachem xalo

Nachem bo lai xalo

I don't go uncle

27.39

Nei rezhi

=

Don't spill it!

28.75 Næ danishem Dananishem
nayæm Nonayæm
sit down Ungrammatical negation: I told him 'be
danishæ= come sit dow' he replied ...
I told Pouya's mother to be careful.
Nækæwi yæxæ
=
28.78

Pouya repeated my sentence.
Be careful not to fall, it is icy(land)

29.5 Meikozheno mash
= tamasha
ækæmDon't
ækæmturn it off,
Pouya
I amrepeated
watching.
after me.
neigælæk

neigærækæIt doesn't need!
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29.7

**we said:æwæ sewæ.= it is an apple.
Næ æwæ golæ.
= = gołæ No, it is (a) flower

29.19

29.28 Næ næ beibi tæmasha
=
ækæm
No, no, I watch
Don't
baby change
channel the channel, I want to
Babægiyan kæs niyæ leiræ
Dear daddy nocontinue
body is watching
here!
this channel
29.29 næ lala æka

=

She not does sleep!
We were in the street at night.Pouya said
' = meaning she doesn't sleep'

29.36

La la naka
I don't tear it (the book)
Naiderenem

No, Aras has not
Hisslept
mother told him: Pouya bexæfæ Aras
=

xæftegæ bexæfæ = Pouya Aras has slept,

29.41 Næ Aras næxæftegæ

sleep.

=
29.46

29.59 Neixeitæ æwe shishækæ
= æshkene
You shouldn't put it there, it will break the
Mæyæzhæ

glass.

29.72 Meixæ teyi!

=

Don't speak/don't tell it!

29.74

=

Don't change it (TV channel).

29.93 Næ qæshanæ
Qæshan niyæ No/not beautiful
Ailin is qæshænæ?=Pouya
beautiful?
I don't go grandma
Lack ofRæna
prepositions
I go Soma

is

Ailin
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29.99 Nachem da Næna
Nachem
æchem
bo lai
Soma
da Ræna æchem bo lai
Soma

30.72 næ to nazani!=

No you don't know!
* He had a toy camera in his hand and said…
I don't come! His uncle wanted to take him upstairs he didn't

30.78 Nayæm2

30.97

go after his uncle left he said…

=

Babægiyan aw æxom……
=

Dear daddy I wantI water
replied: 'be aw bexo + come drink water' he
continued..

Næ babægiyan awækæ beshkælanæ No d.daddy, the water
I gavethehim
small!
a glass but there was a smaller glas
30.98

==

there he wanted me to pour the water in that smal

liwanæ bechkælanækæ

one!
Verb location change
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31.29næxæftegæ =

She isn't asleep!His mother said: "Amin xæftegæ = Amin is
asleep" Pouya replied…

31.56Berqækæ maqosh
=xamosh=
mækæ
Don't turn
beroitaw
(the light) off , go bring
bere.

= = = (some)
=
water.

Naromæ dær=næxosh
I don't
ækæwem
go out, I will become ill!
He meant he would catch cold.
31.89

32.14 Nazanem æwæ
= kifæI don't know; that Pouya
is a bag!
had an envelop in his hand. I
asked him what is that in your hand, he
men nachem æchmæI don‟t
swari go (there), replied…
I get in the car.
32.16 mashinækæ =
Næyæli Pærham nokækæm
Don't letbexwa
Parham eat my peas

32.72

=

33.57 Men nazanem xot=xasiI don't
kæ! know. Collect
I asked
them
Pouya
yourself!
to collect his toys he
said…

34.38 Bochi næt helaBochi
biwæsen?
helat
Why
=?didn't you
Næt
lethela
thembiwæsen=
close it? you didn't close it for
helat biwæsen!
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36.22 ærom bolai xærgoshækæ
= I go to the rabbit. You
- mæyæzhæ
shouldn't come
xærgoshækæ
to call bezh
kærweshkækæ = don't say x…say k..he

næyæy banemkei me!

næyæytæ shoinem!Don't come to make me
repeated
return!
k..
X… is a Persian word Pouya has heard
Wæ pe dærd naxwa!
It is not good (to go by
from
foot).
his friend but K.. is its Kurdish
36.30

= Dear daddy, take myequivalent!
hand I can't come up (on
babægiyan dæsem begræ
the table
natwanem
chair)!

36.42 bemæ sær.

=
Daddy, dress me my trousers I won't go out

Shæwal bekæ pem without
be shæwal
trousers!
naromæ
dær!
36.45

=

37.21 Men nayæmo æchem=boImali
don'tmamo
returnZæfær!
home! I go to uncle Zafar's home!
Nayæmo læwla xom temo!
I don't return now! I will return, myself, later!
37.22

=

Why din't you turn on the football for me after

Bochi nanækæt xward fodalækæt
your lunch?
bo roshen
37.38 nækerdem?

=
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